Acoustic properties of hollow brick walls
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ABSTRACT

The modelling of sound transmission loss (STL) through multi alveolar brick walls is investigated. Because of the complex structures involved, a simplified approach is derived. First, an efficient homogenization technique is developed to define an equivalent orthotropic block. Then, the STL of the homogenized wall is computed thanks to a finite and multi-layered anisotropic thick plate model. A modal analysis is also performed on various hollow brick walls to confirm the predictions of the model. Finally, a parametric study highlights the relevant physical parameters for the improvement of the acoustic properties of those materials.

INTRODUCTION

Because of their thermal properties, hollow bricks are attractive building elements. Typical core geometries of hollow blocks are depicted in Figure 1.

Unfortunately, the acoustic behaviour of such walls is complex since it strongly differs from others homogeneous building elements. This point is clearly observed in Figure 2 where the well known mass law [1] is compared to the STL measured for two hollow brick walls. Various dips and peaks can be seen in the measured curves due to the complex properties of these walls (inhomogeneous, anisotropic, thick). The aim of this work is to understand the physical behaviour of brick walls.

From a numerical point of view, the simulation of the STL of a hollow brick wall is possible [2] but complex blocks may require very long computation times. Besides, analytical developments on the STL through periodically inhomogeneous plates [3-4] are also too time consuming if one has to treat with a realistic situation (typically a masonry wall).

Therefore, in this paper, a simplified modelling is adopted. In first approximation, the inhomogeneous brick can be replaced by an equivalent homogeneous one using homogenization theories [5-6]. This approximation is relevant provided that the size of the inhomogeneities is small compared to half the wavelength of the vibrations [3]. Since the size of the holes in a hollow brick does not exceed few centimeters, an homogenized vibratory model should be a reliable solution in the frequency range [100Hz-5kHz].

AN HYBRID MODEL TO COMPUTE THE STL OF A HOLLOW BRICK WALL

STL of an orthotropic thick plate

Considering homogenization theories mentioned above, one is lead back to the STL of an equivalent multi-layered anisotropic masonry wall. The transfer matrix formalism
The transmission coefficient of the wall is given by

$$T = \frac{2ZL}{[L_xL_y][L_z] - (L_{11} + Z[L_{22} - Z]Z} \frac{Z = \rho_a c_x}{\cos[0]} \quad (4)$$

Where the assumption of a diffuse incident field has been made and $L_{ij}, i, j = 1, 2, 3$ are the matrix elements connecting normal stresses and velocities of the upper and lower surfaces of the wall.

Under this form, the finite dimensions of the wall are not taken into account. A more suitable solution is

$$\tau_{\text{finite}}(\theta, \phi, L_x, L_y) = \tau_{\text{diffuse}}(\theta, \phi, \phi \sigma, \phi \sigma, L_x, L_y) \quad (5)$$

Where a correction function $\sigma$ is introduced according to the spatial filtering technique [8]. This approach takes into account the diffraction effect induced by the finite size of the wall. However, no modal behaviour can be recovered in this manner since the boundaries conditions are not considered.

Therefore, the STL of the homogenized wall can be explicitly written as

$$\text{STL}(\hat{f}) = -10 \log (T_{\text{finite}}) \quad (6)$$

Obviously, this formalism needs the knowledge of the physical properties of the equivalent wall (elastic tensor, mass density). This is the reason why an efficient homogenization technique is developed in the following section.

**A numerical homogenization process**

The basic principle is to simulate different mechanical loadings applied to one block. To this end, an orthotropic model is adopted and a finite element method (FEM) expansion is used.

When subjected to a compression test along the i axis (i=x,y,z), the Young modulus along that direction and the Poisson ratios associated with the corresponding planes are

$$E_i = -\frac{F_{ii}}{L_{ii}}; j, k = x, y, z; k \neq j$$

$$\nu_{ij} = -\frac{u_{ij}}{L_{ij}}; i \neq j \quad (7)$$

Where $F_{ii}, L_{ii}, u_{ij}$ are respectively the force reaction on the face $i = L_{ii}$, the hollow block dimensions and the displacement induced by the Poisson effect.

Consequently, six of the nine elastic constants are obtained with compression tests. To compute the third shear modulus, adapted boundaries conditions are deduced from pure shear stresses. The different computed loads are summarized in Figure 3. Then, the shear modulus is evaluated by

$$G_{ij} = \frac{T_{ij}}{2\gamma_{ij}} \quad \gamma_{ij} = x, y, z, i \neq j \quad (8)$$

With $T_{ij}$ the shear stress in the plane $ij$ and $\gamma_{ij}$ the distorsion angle induced by the shearing.

Finally, the homogenized brick is characterized by the following elastic tensor

$$C_{ii} = \begin{bmatrix} C_{11} & C_{12} & C_{13} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ C_{12} & C_{22} & C_{23} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ C_{13} & C_{23} & C_{33} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & C_{44} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & C_{55} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & C_{66} \end{bmatrix} \quad (9)$$

**Comparison between simulations and measurements**

The former approach is now applied to the prediction of sound transmission through the whole masonry: The first layer is built from hollow bricks and covered by an additionnal plaster lining.

This second layer is considered as an isotropic layer whose properties are: $E = 5GPa$, $\nu = 0.2$ and $\rho = 1500kg/m^3$. The STL of each wall is determined using standard technique, according to the ISO 140-3 norm [9].

Besides, quantitative predictions are possible only if two experimental key parameters are known. The first one is the set of mechanical parameters for the brick material (the clay material). Their knowledge, along with that of the hollow core geometry, will obviously affects the values of the homogenized tensor $C$. Ultrasonic measurements have been performed to determine these elastic constants.

The second one is the damping. A practical way to include it in the model is to consider a complex elastic tensor:

$$\mathbf{C} = \mathbf{C}(1 - i\eta) \quad (10)$$

In that expression, $\eta$ stands for the total loss factor of the wall and includes internal, radiation and coupling loss factors. Structural reverberation times measured on each partition give an estimation of this frequency dependent variable [10].

The first example is a 20cm thick wall covered by a 1cm thick plaster layer. The hole pattern of the brick and its homogenized parameters are given in Figure 4 and Table 1.

![Figure 3. Examples of two numerical tests: Compression along the X axis and Shear loadings in the XZ plane](image)

![Figure 4. Hollow block under consideration](image)
The high softness in that plane also explains the low value of the shear modulus $G_{xz} = C_{55}$. On the contrary, the Young modulus along the $Y$ direction is the highest one for two reasons. First, this direction matches that of the stiffest rigidity of the brick material. Furthermore, in that direction, the stiffness of the block and the clay are directly related by $E_Y^{brick} = S_{clay} (l_x I_x) E_Y^{clay}$ (with $S_{clay} \ll l_x I_x$ and $E_Y^{brick} >> E_Y^{clay} \approx 10 GPa$).

Table 1. Parameters of the equivalent orthotropic brick wall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$E_x$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$E_y$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$G_{xy}$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$G_{xz}$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$G_{yz}$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$\nu_{yx}$</th>
<th>$\nu_{xz}$</th>
<th>$\rho_s$ (kg/m$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 shows the experimental STL and the calculated one. The orthotropic thin plate approximation, which can be found in ref [11], is also computed. In low frequencies, the experimental dip is well predicted and corresponds to the usual critical region of thin anisotropic plates. For an orthotropic plate, this region is bounded by the two critical frequencies

$$f_{cx} = \frac{c_x^2}{2 \pi} \sqrt{\frac{\rho_s}{B_x}}$$
$$f_{cy} = \frac{c_y^2}{2 \pi} \sqrt{\frac{\rho_s}{B_y}}$$

(11)

Where $B_x$ and $B_y$ are the bending stiffness of the homogenized wall along the $x$ and $y$ axis.

Figure 5. Comparison between simulations and test data

Above [700Hz-800Hz], the thin plate approximation is clearly no longer valid for this wall. Measurement shows another dip higher in frequency, around 2.5kHz. This decrease of the STL is predicted only by the thick plate model. Unlike the thin plate assumption, this model considers the radiation of all Lamb modes existing in the homogenized wall. Because of its spatial shape, the first symmetric Lamb mode $S1$ may radiate from its cut off frequency

$$f_{S1} = \frac{1}{2 \sqrt{h \rho_s}} E_z$$

(12)

For the studied wall, numerical calculation localizes this frequency around 2200Hz, namely in the range where the STL drops.

The second example is devoted to the study of a 37.5cm thick brick wall (covered by a 1.5cm thick plaster layer). Compared to the first 20cm thick wall, both thickness and core geometry are designed to minimize heat transmission (see Figure 6).

Homogenized parameters for this hollow structure are summarized in Table 2 and call for several comments. In the $y$ direction, the Young modulus is the highest one for the same reason as before. In the same way, the core geometry in the $xz$ plane is consistent with a very low shear modulus $G_{xz} = C_{55}$. A great attention should be also paid to the very high softness of the block along the thickness direction. This point is directly due to the thermal constrain which often lead to winding profiles.

Table 2. Homogenized parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$E_x$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$E_y$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$E_z$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$G_{xy}$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$G_{xz}$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$G_{yz}$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$\nu_{yx}$</th>
<th>$\nu_{xz}$</th>
<th>$\rho_s$ (kg/m$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>6.76</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7 displays the STL predicted by the complete hybrid model along with the approximate one with the measurement. The critical region is located in very low frequencies (roughly between 60Hz and 100Hz). Such hollow brick wall cannot be seen as a thin homogenized plate over most of the frequency range of interest (except in low frequencies). A large wall thickness coupled with a very high softness of the wall along the $z$ direction are responsible for this thick plate behaviour. In other words, the drop of the STL around 500Hz is caused by the $S1$ Lamb mode radiation (numerical calculation gives $f_{S1} \approx 460Hz$).

Figure 7. Results obtained on a 39cm thick brick wall

The main predictions made in this part will be verified in the following section.

MODAL ANALYSIS

Lamb modes in homogeneous plates have been extensively studied [12,13]. Though, in a building acoustic context, the vibratory behaviour of complex walls such as hollow brick ones remains an open question. To confirm the existence of Lamb modes like in these partitions, an experimental and numerical modal analysis are performed.
Experimental study

From an experimental point of view, a masonry wall of dimensions 2.98×3.78×0.2m³ made of the former hollow blocks (see Figure 4) has been built. One brick of that wall is mechanically excited using a shaker that generates a white noise signal in the range [100Hz-5kHz]. The vibratory response of the wall is then investigated with various pairs of accelerometers. A scheme of the experimental setup is given in Figure 8.

**Figure 8.** Schematic view of the experience. For each pair of accelerometers \( k, k' \) (with \( k, k' = 1,2,3 \)), the accelerometers \( k \) and \( k' \) are located at \((x_k,y_k,z_k = 0)\) and \((x_k,y_k,z_k = 21cm)\).

In our experiment, the frequency dependence of the relative phase between each accelerometer \( k \) and \( k' \) may give precious information on the spatial shape of the vibrating wall. Therefore, the phase of the following transfer function \( H \) is measured

\[
\Delta \theta_{k,k'}(f) = \arctan[H(f)] = \arctan\left[10\log\left(\frac{\nu_{k'}^*}{\nu_k^*}\right)\right] = \theta_{k'} - \theta_k \quad (13)
\]

Where \( \nu_k^* \) and \( \nu_{k'}^* \) are the normal velocities measured by the accelerometer \( k \) and \( k' \) (respectively). Results are reported on Figure 9.

**Figure 9.** Phase shift measured on the different couples of sensors

Two behaviours are highlighted. From 100Hz to approximately 2000Hz, the phase shift between the two sides of the brick wall are (in average) equal to zero. This is consistent with the hypothesis of bending waves propagating in the partition.

Around the cut off frequency of the S1 Lamb mode of this homogenized wall (see equation 12), each couple of accelerometers are in opposite phase. Thus the vibration of the inner and outer surfaces of the wall are out of phase from this frequency.

Numerical modelling of the vibratory behaviour

To complete this experimental study, two hollow block walls (see Figures 4 and 6) are now simulated thanks to a 2D finite element model. As before, a constant force \( F \) is applied and the vibratory responses of the walls are recorded on different pairs of nodes. Figure 10 summarizes the numerical experience.

**Figure 10.** Close-up on the \( 2.84×0.121m^2 \) (left part) and \( 2.27×0.39m^2 \) (right part) simulated walls. In both cases, the plaster layer (in green) and the small bed joints (in black) between blocks are also represented.

The relative phase between the inner and outer surfaces of both walls is reported on Figure 11. Those results are in good agreement with both the predictions made above and the experimental modal analysis. In each case, this phase shift equals zero until the cut off frequency of the S1 Lamb mode of the homogenized wall. From this frequency, the phase shift signal exhibits oscillations with (in average) a 180° out of phase. Some spatial deformed of the brick walls for different frequencies are also shown.

**Figure 11.** FEM computation of the phase shift for the 21cm thick wall (left upper part) and the 39cm thick one (right upper part). (a) & (b): Visualization of the normal velocities \( \nu_{z}(y,z) \) at 700Hz and 2500Hz (respectively); (c) & (d): Visualization of the normal velocities \( \nu_{z}(y,z) \) at 350Hz and 620Hz (respectively)

A PARAMETRIC SURVEY

This last part presents some hints to improve the STL of hollow block walls. In practice, two parameters of the wall can be modified: the geometry of the block and the brick
material itself. This one is kept constant here and our attention is focused on the hollow geometry.

General considerations

Many input parameters are needed to compute the STL of the wall: thickness, mass density and elastic tensor of the homogenized brick. It is logical to first analyze the relative impact of each parameters. Considering a 20cm thick hollow brick whose homogenized parameters are given in Table 3, each component of its elastic tensor is submitted to a 50% variation. Note that the Poisson ratios do not appear because their impact on the STL is negligible.

The results of this parametric study are reported on Figure 12. In low frequencies, the main impact comes from Ex, Ey and Gxy because these parameters are “thin plate constants”. If the Young modulus Ex and Ey are modified, the critical region is also changed [10]. From this point of view, the more anisotropic the plate is, the wider the critical region and the more badly affected the STL is.

Higher in frequencies, those parameters do not play a significant purpose anymore. On the contrary, a change in the rigidity in the thickness direction is seen to produce an important increase of the STL. This is due to the resonance of the S1 Lamb mode (see equation 9). Besides, the shear modulus Gxz and Gyz are also important to improve the acoustic behaviour of hollow block walls.

Using those general considerations, the inverse problem is now addressed. In other words, the hollow core geometry itself is modified in order to optimize its homogenized constants.

Application to various hollow core patterns

Three cases are considered: the first one is a hollow geometry where the holes describe a simple square lattice. The second one is the same block where the thickness rigidity is enhanced thanks to a higher number of connecting bridges. The last studied geometry is deduced from the previous one by additional connections in the brick interior.

These cases and their homogenized parameters are resumed in Figure 13 and Table 4.

The STL associated with these cases are shown in Figure 14. If one considers first the influence of the mass density, two points should be mentioned. According to the mass low, the STL is the best one in the last case (namely the heavier one) in very low frequencies. However, this figure demonstrates the possibility to conceive light but efficient hollow brick walls. In particular, thanks to its equivalent mechanical parameters, the first case presents the best STL in a very large frequency range.

This is mainly due to the sensibility of the shear modulus Gxz to the modification of the hole pattern. In the second case, the Young modulus Ez increases but a strong decrease of the shear modulus Gxz is also associated (compared to the first one). This decrease results from the rectangular pattern of the holes in the second case.

Therefore, in the last case, a square pattern is reconstructed but only a small increase of Gxz is obtained (compared to the second case) because now the holes have small square sections.

This parametric study is finally applied to hollow blocks of common use in practice (20cm thick). As mentioned above, the hole pattern is mainly designed to improve the thermal insulation of the wall.

Here again, three cases are treated: the first one (labelled “reference case”) has a simple square lattice of holes. The second one is modified in order to lower thermal bridges. In the same way, the last block is conceived to minimize heat transmission (see Figure 15). Table 5 reports the
homogenized parameters in each situation while the various predicted STL are given in Figure 16.

Because of the very low stiffness of the "thermal block 2" along the thickness direction, the computed STL exhibits a huge decrease between 1500Hz and 2500Hz due to the resonance of the S1 Lamb mode. An intermediate solution is provided by the "thermal brick 1" where the acoustical loss seems less critical.

### Table 5. Homogenized parameters of the different bricks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ex (GPa)</th>
<th>Ey (GPa)</th>
<th>Gxz (GPa)</th>
<th>Gxy (GPa)</th>
<th>Ez (GPa)</th>
<th>Ey (GPa)</th>
<th>Ex (GPa)</th>
<th>(\rho_{eq} \times 10^3 ) (kg/m³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference case</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>751</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Brick 1</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>664</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Brick 2</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>629</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15. Picture of the “thermal” hollow blocks. The brick labelled “thermal block 1” is on the left while the “thermal block 2” is on the right.

Figure 16. Impact of the thermal constrain on the predicted STL.

### CONCLUSION

The acoustic behaviour of masonry walls made of hollow bricks is studied. First of all, the brick wall is considered as a thick orthotropic plate. An efficient technique, based on homogenization theories, is derived to obtain the properties of the homogenized brick. The vibratory behaviour of different brick walls is analysed and compared to the STL predicted. As expected, such walls display usual features of thin anisotropic plates in low frequencies. However, their large thickness and low stiffness in the thickness direction are responsible for additional resonances where the wall exhibit symmetric vibrations (due to the S1 Lamb mode). The model is then used to quantify the impact of each equivalent parameters and applied to underline the STL properties of various hollow blocks.
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